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Strong pools and spas prices

Swim spas are an increasingly popular alternative to regular swimming pools in Australia. But what is a swim spa, and what are its advantages and disadvantages? How much is a swim spa to buy? Are there any alternatives which would suit you better? Here we take a look at the swim spa in detail, and answer all your questions so you can make an
informed decision about the best pool type for you. What is a swim spa? As its name suggests, a swim spa pool is basically a cross between a spa and a swimming pool. It is smaller than a regular swimming pool, but larger than a spa, so it offers enough space to swim in. However, like a spa, it is equipped with spa jets, so you can enjoy the benefits of
relaxation and pain relief that hydrotherapy offers. This is ideal if you want to enjoy the spa experience in the privacy of your own property, and can be particularly beneficial if you are recovering from a muscular injury. Many swim spas also offer the option of swim jets in addition to the hydrotherapy jets. These help to make your workout more
intensive by offering more resistance in the water, so you are basically swimming the equivalent of a long distance within a relatively small space. This way, even though there is not an extensive amount of swimming space in a swim spa, you can still enjoy the improved health, fitness and muscle strength that swimming provides. How are swim spas
installed? Most swim spas come as “plug and play” designs. This means they arrive as a complete unit, requiring very little ground preparation or installation work, as they sit on top of the ground rather than having to be built into it. An above ground swim spa is ready to use practically as soon as it arrives – it usually just needs to be hooked up to an
electrical outlet and filled before you can start enjoying it. Above ground swim spas also have the added advantage of being portable, so that if you ever decide to move house, you can take your swim spa with you, enabling you to get the most out of your investment. However, some homeowners do not particularly like the look of an above ground
swim spa, as the appearance is difficult to customise and it is not always practical to have a large object sitting on top of the ground in your backyard. It is possible to have an inground swim spa installed. This involves a considerable amount of extra work, however, as the ground in your backyard will have to be excavated before the installation can
take place, just like it would with a regular inground swimming pool. Because of this, your swim spa will not be ready to use for days or possibly weeks, depending on the ease or difficulty of the installation process. However, the results can look sleek and sophisticated, enabling your swim spa to blend in more seamlessly with the rest of your
property, and creating a dual-purpose swim spa plunge pool combination. Whether you choose an inground or above ground swim spa, the safety regulations are the same as they would be for a full-sized swimming pool. Your swim spa will still require fencing in accordance with Australian Standard 1926, so this is something to consider when
planning your swim spa installation. Swim spa sizes Like all swimming pools, swim spa pools are available in a range of different sizes and shapes. However, they are designed to be smaller than regular pools, as their primary function is relaxation, although the swim jets do enable you to swim effectively within the space. The average swim spa in
Australia tends to have a length of 5-6 metres and a width of 2-2.5 metres, although these sizes do vary. A small swim spa can have a length of 4.5 metres and a width of just 1.5 metres. It is important to note, though, that the overall size of a swim spa is different from the amount of usable swimming space it contains. Swim spas tend to have large
seating areas, as they are primarily used for relaxation rather than swimming. This means the area of the pool which you can practically use for swimming can be considerably less than its overall dimensions suggest. Swim spa advantages and disadvantages As swim spas are relatively compact, they can be a good solution if you do not have a lot of
space in your backyard. This is why swim spas are particularly popular in Australian cities, where land is at a premium and blocks tend to be small. Swim spas do enable you to enjoy swimming and hydrotherapy in even a relatively small backyard. However, this small size also has disadvantages. Swim spas are not an ideal choice for families, as only
one person can comfortably swim in a swim spa at any time. This rules out family swimming sessions and water games. In addition, swimming against swim jets is a very different experience to swimming against a natural water current. If you swim seriously, swim jets are not ideal, as competitive swimming always takes place in natural conditions, so
you will not gain a realistic idea of your times and progress if you are practising in a swim spa. Young children might also struggle with swim jets, as they can be too powerful for someone who is not a strong swimmer. However, a swim spa can be a great addition to your backyard, as it offers the dual benefits of swimming and the spa experience on
your own property. With effective landscaping and proper maintenance, they can also look highly attractive, and increase the aesthetic appeal of your backyard. Swim spa prices One of the more attractive elements of a swim spa is the relatively low cost in comparison to a regular swimming pool. A top of the range above ground swim spa will cost you
between $15,000 and $30,000, although you can purchase a cheaper model for a much lower price than this. As always when making a major purchase, however, it is essential to do your research and check that you are purchasing a good quality swim spa which will last a long time and be safe to use. If you want an inground swim spa installed, you
can expect to pay more than these prices, as there is so much extra work involved in installing any pool inground. This job has to be carried out by a professional pool builder, as mistakes can be costly and also highly dangerous. Overall, considering the amount of features a swim spa has, it does offer good value, making it an attractive option,
particularly if you are on a budget. Alternatives to swim spas If a swim spa isn’t quite what you’re looking for, there are a wide range of alternatives to swim spas in Australia. Two of the most popular options are spa pools and plunge pools. At Compass Pools Sydney, we are able to offer a range of beautiful inground spas, waders and plunge pools
from Compass Pools. These are super-strong fibreglass pools with ceramic cores, manufactured to the very highest standards using the latest in swimming pool technology. They are also easy to customise, with a range of sizes, shapes and colour options available. However, if you would like all the benefits of hydrotherapy but with more space for
swimming, you could consider a pool and spa combo. This is a full-sized swimming pool with a spa section added, so the whole family can enjoy the pool while you are chilling out in the spa, or you can enjoy some relaxing hydrotherapy after concentrating on your lap times. Obviously, this comes at a higher price than a swim spa, but there are a wide
range of different options available to suit all tastes and budgets. As a different alternative to an above ground swim spa, you could consider a Little Pool. These are smaller versions of full-sized fibreglass swimming pools, made to the same high standards, but they are portable, easy to install, and instant to use. They can also look more attractive than
swim spas, thanks to the extensive range of exterior cladding and pool colour choices they offer. Even though the swimming space is smaller than in a regular pool, it is still larger than most swim spas, and you have the option of including swim jets if you want a more intensive swimming experience. More information about swim spa alternatives If
you would like to know more about our spas, plunge pools or pool and spa combos, please contact us. Our team at Compass Pools Sydney will be happy to answer all your questions and advise you on the different options we can provide, so you can find the right pool or spa for you. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Is Strong Spas the
right hot tub brand for you?With so many hot tub brands on the market today, trying to compare each one can be incredibly daunting and time consuming. Luckily, we’ve done a lot of the work for you.Today, we want to talk a bit about a company that has worked to make spas affordable and easy to install. That company is Strong Spas. Let’s dive in
and take a close look, shall we? Our top picks for strong spas Our Top PickStrong Spas Premium SeriesTop-of-the-line hydrotherapy featuresTwo hot tub models to pick from5-7 person capacityView Best Price → Strong Spas Summit SeriesSleek, ergonomic seriesThree hot tub models to choose from5-7 person capacityView Best Price → Strong Spas
Durasport SeriesBudget Strong seriesThree hot tub models to choose from6-7 person capacityView Best Price → Strong Spas PricingStrong Spas does not have explicit pricing listed anywhere on their website, as they sell their hot tubs through a wide network of hot tub and spa dealers. With that said, Strong Spas have been known to sit on the
budget end of the hot tub industry. Even with all of the high-quality features on Strong Spas models, they cost less on average compared to some of the major luxury hot tub brands.Of course, if you want to get exclusive price quotes for hot tubs in your area, we can help. Plus, it's free! Click the button below, give us your hot tub preferences, and
receive offers tailored to you!Strong Spas At CostcoIf you have a Costco membership, you’re in luck, as Costco sells Strong Spas hot tubs directly through their website! Not only can you get a great deal on a Strong hot tub when you buy through Costco, but you also get to take advantage of their wonderful warranty options! Make sure to keep up
with Costco’s special events page to see when a hot tub roadshow will be coming to you.Strong Spas Series#1 Strong Spas Premium SeriesFor those who want to enjoy all of the luxury features of a high-quality spa, we highly recommend looking into the Strong Spa Premium Series.The Strong hot tubs in this Series are packed with top-of-the-line
hydrotherapy features that provide a long-lasting spa experience. Plus, with innovative designs, these will enhance the look of your backyard.The Strong Spa Premium Series tubs come with the company’s patented Dura-Last cabinet and the integrated Dura-Base system for additional strength.Beyond that, the Premium Series hot tub models come
with LED Air controls, a Bluetooth Stereo System, a large LED waterfall, two-tone jets, a jumbo footwell jet, exterior LED lights, and an Ozonator.There are two hot tub models to pick from in the Strong Spas Series, including the Madrid 60 and the Vienna 60.The Madrid 60 features enough room for 5-6 people, as well as a comfortable lounger for a
supreme hydrotherapy experience while the Vienna 60 features enough seats for 6-7 people and non-lounger seating.#2 Strong Spas Summit SeriesThe Strong Spa Summit Series is definitely the sleekest of the bunch.It is the perfect choice for those who want a sophisticated look paired with a pro hydrotherapy experience.The seating in the Summit
Series is ergonomically designed to provide users with ultimate comfort.Not only will the Summit Series catch the eye of any visitors, but it will also bring peace of mind to you and your body after a long day at work. In terms of the Summit Series features, you get a bit less than the Premium Series, though you still get access to a variety of the best
Strong Spa features, including the Dura-Base, Dura-Shield cover, lounger, Bluetooth Stereo, LED water columns, SoftTouch Insignia Pillows, and Two-Tone Jets.There are three hot tub models to choose from in the Summit Series, including the 60-Jet Summit Spa, the 50-Jet Summit Spa, and the 40-Jet Summit Spa. The Strong Spa Durasport Series is
the budget line of Strong Spa hot tubs that delivers hydrotherapy pleasure while providing users with supreme innovation and high-quality manufacturing for a hot tub experience that will last.With the strong build, you don’t have to worry about maintenance as much as you would with a traditional acrylic hot tub. The Strong Spa Durasport Series
tubs come with a premium pedestal base, an innovative Dura-Shield Hardcover, with a handy lift-assist feature, and an industry-leading cabinet system.The Durasport Series is the perfect choice for anyone who is looking for fun and ease.One of the unique things about the Durasport tubs is that they are plug and play, meaning you can plug them into
a regular house outlet and get them up and running in no time. The Strong Spa Durasport Series tubs come with durable resin cabinets, loungers, pedestal bases, step and towel holders, high-quality hydrotherapy jets, air controls, LED water column, digital control panels, Ozonators, and handy little ice buckets that are perfect for storing that
recently popped bottle of champagne!There are three hot tub models in the Strong Spa Durasport Series line including the G-2 Legend with a five to six-person capacity and foldaway steps, the G-2L Diamond with a five to six-person capacity and a built-in ice bucket, and the G-2B Diamond with a six to seven-person capacity and a built-in ice
bucket. FAQAre Strong Spas any good?If you are looking for affordable hot tubs that have luxury features, Strong Spas is one of the best companies around! They manufacture their hot tubs with care and each tub comes with unique and innovative features for your long-lasting enjoyment!Where are Strong Spas made?Strong Spas manufactures all of
the company’s hot tubs at their factory in Pennsylvania. They ship the hot tubs all across North America and Europe.Final Verdict - Should I Get A Strong Spas Hot Tub?With top-of-the-line quality control, incredible heat retention, and a number of luxury features, you would be missing out not purchasing a hot tub from the Strong company.All of their
cabinets even come with a lifetime warranty, meaning you never have to worry about potential damage or wear! They have some of the best hot tubs with hard cover designs for those who are seeking a long-lasting spa experience.The great thing about Strong is that the company focuses on only a few a hot tub models, making it much less
overwhelming for the consumer.If you are in the market for a hot tub that is budget-friendly, yet comes with a number of luxury features, we highly recommend checking out the hot tub models that the Strong company has to offer!We hope that you enjoyed our reviews and good luck on your journey to find the best Strong spa for your relaxation
needs! Make sure to select your preferences below. We supply tailored price offers based on your hot tub preferences delivered right to your inbox!
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